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CONNIE ARISMENDI 

SOLACE 

Pasajero, taken /rom tlw Spanish word /or 

"transient" or 1/eeting,"ref/ects my interest 

in the inexorable passage a/ time and the 

transitory nature a/ /,fe. 

In works of art that offer the viewer a 

privileged access to personal feelings 

filtered through memory, Arismendi 

offers solace in a world where such 

access is rare. The installations in this 

exhibition examine the themes of memory, 

forgiveness, and the inevitability of death. 

Looming large over the exhibition is the 

death of a parent. Such a death, after all, 

is the foreshadowing of our own death. 

And it is death and the awareness of its 

inevitability that impels Arismendi' s art

sometimes allusively, sometimes explicitly. 

In El Arbol de Mi Vida (The Tree a/ 

My Li/e), time is arrested in the images 

of family members that Arismendi has 

drawn on fabric and then imbedded 

beneath the surfaces of candles. Here, 

technique has meaning-doesn't it 

always? These are relicuarios of child

hood, of moments in a life tbat has now 

moved on. These images resonate with 

familiarity: is that a brother or cousin 

or her father as a young man? They are 

sealed under a layer of wax, in a past that 

we cannot measure. 

And, the images are on candles. This 

metaphor for the ephemeral is lifted above 

the ordinary by scale, and by the require

ment that we arch our necl~s to see the 

images. Interpreting what we can see, 

we thus construct personal narratives 

with our own imaginations. The images 

are above eye level, raised on the colossal 

armature of what symbolically represents 

the tree of life. 

The tree is also a candelabrum. 

Arismendi speal~s of having seen 

the oversized candelabrum in the 

cathedral of Milan, and how she 

found it-and finds it-grotesque 

in its scale. She felt compelled to 

return to Milan to draw it and 

engage it. She captures in the 

sculpture of the tree/candelabrum 

the feeling of arms outreaching, 

conveying a sense of both embrace 

and threat. Loobng at the iron 

branches, one is reminded of the 

outstretched arms of Matthias 

Griinewald' s lsenheim Altarpiece 

and the clawed hands of the 

dying Christ. 

The tree has yet another symbolic 

meaning-that of rebirth. The 

tree loses its leaves, but the leaves 

return, reborn in the spring. So, 

with the images of family members, 

the tree reminds us that whJe death 

is inevitable, it engenders rebirth 

and that families go on, as does 

life itself. While this is a significant 

part of the poetic vocabulary, it is 

something we can easily overloob 

in the face of loss. Arismendi offers 

us the reminder as reassurance. It is 

quiet, as is all of her worl~, but what 

it has to say is profound. 

The tree form is placed on a bed 

of turquoise stones interspersed with 

golden seeds. This conjunction of inert 

and live forms reinforces the meaning 

of the sculptural elements. It also adds 

to our awareness of another arlictJation 

of solace that Arismendi offers. Her worb 

is a sort of defiance of entropy. She 

suggests that fate cannot be controlled, 

but how we see it can. And ultimately, 

the art process and the responsibility 

of the artist can be viewed as that of 

E/ Arbo/ de mi Vida. Tlw Tree a/ JV[y L,fe, 2000. 

Wax, steel, stone, pencil. 9 l/2' x 6' diameter 

ameliorating, even offering a bulwarl~ 
against, the inevitability of entropy, of 

which death is only one manifestation. 

Art, after all, lasts-not forever, but a 

long time, and longer than we will-ifit 

is crafted well. Arismendi' s meticulous 

hand is not just the indulgence of an 

artist with sbill. It is a statement of faith. 

In her prints, Arismendi uses the imagery 

of textiles that we often see in interiors, 

draped over windows or covering arm

chairs and sofas. This association with 

the domestic also introduces a mediated 

version of nature. Fish against waves, 

flowers against the filigree of branches, 



all in repeated patterns, are a ground upon 

which Arismendi places the particular. 

Growing up with such images printed on 

the wallpaper of my parents' house, I am 

carried bacl~ to my own childhood when 

viewing these worbs. I am sure that these 

images may linl~ many of us to familiar 

environments. Now, of course, as Tolstoy 

suggests, not all family associations are 

happy ones, but they are undeniable. 

Axismendi uses these patterned bacl~
grounds to evoke the past, over which 

she layers two other recurring symbolic 

images-a flamed mirror and a bird-to 

collapse them as memory and association. 

In La Voz de/ Pajarito: Recuerda (T/1e 

Voice o/ the Bird:Remember), the artist 

creates a shadow image of a songbird, 

sitting on a tree branch at twilight. 

Delicate vellum star cutouts are pinned 

to the wall and illuminated with soft light 

that, in turn, casts pale shadows of the 

fragile stars. Here, the positive and 

negative are paired. This installation also 

retlects a recurring aspect of Arismendi' s 

art-making process: mabng many small 

units by hand that are then lavished upon 

the worl~. On the tloor A..rismendi has 

placed a small, non-retlective mirror on 

a mound of sand. The letters spelling 

"Remember" and "Recuerda" are placed 

in a spiral that converges upon itself 

until the words become jumbled and 

unreadable. In its haunting evocation 

of time and memory, the piece alludes 

to both the need to remember and the 

difficulty of doing so. 

The title alone of Clemencia (Mercy) 
reinforces Arismendi' s offer of solace. In 

a world in which vengeance is common

if not valorized-forgiveness is a scarce 

commodity. Incorporating l1llndreds of 

tear-shaped forms, pinned on the wall as 

falling droplets, she again uses repeated 

elements to create a rhythm and a sense 

of motion. Arismendi can convey purity, 

as she does so exquisitely here. The 

installation incorporates a basin of 

water mounted on top of sand. The 

word "Forgive" tloats in the water as a 

reminder of the sacrament of baptism 

that removes sin and thus admonishes 

us to forgive others. 

In La Vida en e/ Espejo (Life in the 
Mirror), I am immediately reminded of 

the images of las animas, souls in the 

Hames of purgatory. The diaphanous 

curtain-a device .fu:ismendi has used 

effectively to convey simultaneous layers 

of being or time or experience-n1oves 

as the viewer nears it; it reacts to a breeze 

or a draft or a hand that brushes by it. 

It animates the image. At the same time, 

the mirror captures the moving figure of 

the viewer and reflects the environment, 

functioning in the same way that it does 

in the locus clasicus of this device, Las 
Meninas by Velasquez. The piece can 

never be the same twice. It is about the 

inevitability of death, but it is also about 

constant flux. And it reminds us of the 

preciousness of every moment since each 

is absolutely unique. 

The sense of the ephemeral is reiterated 

in the many ceramic roses that outline 

the mirror. Metaphorically, these will 

wilt and fade, and the petals will drop, 

just as the candles of the Tree of Life 

will consume themselves. 

The references to time in A.rismendi' s 

work are subtle, but ever-present. I am 

always impressed with what I might call 

the dignity of the pace of iu:ismendi' s 

worb: she manages to focus and deepen 

the meaning of the worl~ by slowing it 

down, and by slowing us down. We wait 

for the change in La Vida en el Espejo, 
and are reminded of the great artistic 

tradition that it evokes. The memento mori 
has a long history in art and Arismendi 

sees its relevance in our own time. 

In addition to beauty in abundance and a 

dignified pace, the meticulously crafted 

work is quiet. And what a gift of solace 

that is. Arismendi offers an alternative to 

the breakneck velocity of the postmodern 

sense of time. More and more, that seems 

IJ~e a treasure: to experience something 

without glancing over it, to immerse in 

the moment, and to feel it as well as 

record it. It is feeling that this worl~ is 

about, informed by artistic tradition 

and the artist's own experiences. And, 

she offers us the privilege of joining her. 

Marilyn A. Zeitlin 
Director, Arizona State University 
Art fvfuseum 

Tempe, Arizona 
May2001 
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